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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. CONCLUSION 
The research design of this study was research and development adapting 
the research procedure between Gustafson & Branch (2002) and Gall, Borg & 
Gall (2003) covered: analysing learners and learners’ needs, designing course 
grid, developing the materials, preliminary field testing (expert judgement), 
main field testing, final revision. The objective of this study is to develop 
speaking materials for English Club and it was conducted in Islamic school of 
Asalafiyah Mlangi Sleman, which involved the members of English Club as the 
object of this research.  
After analysing the learners’ needs, researcher found that most of them are 
beginners so they often faced the difficulties during the learning process. In 
regard to the learning needs, researcher designed the developed materials 
consist of various activities that can improve learners’ speaking ability such as: 
cross word puzzle, case study, role play, discussion and others. The researcher 
also would like to give more opportunities to the students to practice more by 
doing some learning project in the end of the study.  
Regarding to the ability that English Club’s needs, the instructor suggested 
the researcher to develop several skills which are eventually integrated to the 
learning materials. Considering to the skill English club’s needs, the researcher 
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develops each unit entitled: 1) reading poem, 2) telling story, 3) playing drama, 
4) reporting English news, 5) delivering speech, 6) having a debate.  The 
researcher also provides input not only the main materials but also Islamic 
values such as manners and personal characteristic (integrity, respect, excellent, 
perseverance, compassion). 
The integration of communicative language teaching theory, speaking 
materials and Islamic values has become the solution for English Club members 
in Islamic of senior high school (pesantren) which was non-existence before 
developing the learning materials. The researcher developed speaking learning 
materials based on Islamic values for English Club through several method of 
data collections and Research and Development (R&D) phase. Then, the 
developed materials now become a main book used by students and the 
instructor to support the learning process in the English Club.  
Based on the quantitative analysis from the expert judgment, students’ and 
instructor questionnaire result researcher can conclude that this book material 
is appropriate for the English Club members of Islamic senior high school. This 
can be seen from the mean score that they rated the content appropriateness is 
very good, sequences appropriateness is very good, language appropriateness is 
very good, and for graphic and lay out appropriateness is also very good.  In 
addition, this developed material ease students’ and the instructor in the process 
of teaching and learning. Moreover, for independent learning that students’ 
need more in the process of study in the English Club itself, because this book 
provides some video, audio, and various interactive activity.  
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B. SUGGESTION  
Considering the research findings, there are some suggestions proposed to 
English teachers and other interactive multimedia developers. 
1. English Teachers 
Learning materials is an important thing that teacher and students’ need in the 
process of teaching and learning. As the educator, we should take our responsibility 
to select the appropriate learning materials used. Especially to the Islamic school, 
teacher need to fulfil not only language education but also Islamic value. The 
English-Speaking materials categorised as appropriate book that could be used by 
the teacher and students in the English Club of Islamic senior high school of 
Assalafiyah because this book is developed by considering both skill and Islamic 
values.   
2. Materials Developers 
As the researcher and developer materials itself, I suggest to determine the target 
and learning needs as the basis before we develop the materials. This finding study 
could be a reference for other who has interest in same field speaking and Islamic 
value. The researcher also believes that this learning materials should not be treated 
as the final and will be developed as the condition of learning and learner needs.  
 
 
 
 
